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Suppose G is an n-dimensional compact connected Lie group and for 6 2 0 let 
(Dd,)~>o be the Bochner-Riesz kernel on G. We prove that the “Lebesgue con- 
stants” 11 D”, 11, are of the same order as R’“-‘)‘2-d as R tends to infinity 
(0 5 S i (n - 1)/2), while IlO”, 11, - log R if 6 = (n - 1)/Z. As a convergence we find 
best conditions for the norm convergence of the Bochner-Riesz means on the 
spaces L’(G) and C(G). R-1 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = T” be the n-dimensional torus which is identified with the fun- 
damental domain Q of points x = (x1 ,..., x,), where -rcsx,<rc, j=l,..., n. 
We let 0: be the Bochner-Riesz kernel 
c (1 - ([ml/R)*)6 e”“. 
Iml 5 R 
Bochner [2] found the critical index 6, = (n - 1)/2, which means that for 
6 5 a0 the family (D:),,, is not an approximate identity on L’(T”). Stein 
[25] proved the estimate 110”,111 - log R if 6 = 6, while Babenko [l] has 
shown that 110; I/ 1 is of the same order as R’“- ‘)‘2 ~a as R tends to infinity 
if 0 5 6 < 6,. In the case 6 = 0, when D”, is just the spherical Dirichlet ker- 
nel, an elegant proof of the estimate from above has been given by Shapiro 
[23] and of the estimate from below by Carenini and Soardi [S]. 
For the setting of compact connected Lie groups of dimension n the 
study of the Bochner-Riesz kernel was initiated by Bochner in [3]. The 
critical index do= (n- 1)/2 was found by Clerc [7] (see [S, 11,241 for the 
extention of this result to compact symmetric spaces). For n 2 2 we proved 
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in [12] that IID0,11,SCR’“p1”2 and gave a different proof of this result in 
[ 133. Giulini et al. improved in [IS] our estimate IlO”, 11 2 CR”- ‘Ii2 given 
in [ 143 to the estimate [I@ I), 2 CR (n-1)‘2 (I = rank G) which is much bet- 
ter for semisimple G. Very recently Giulini and Travaglini [ 173 succeeded 
in proving the estimate [IO”, 11 2 CR’“- ‘)” which shows that our result in 
[ 121 gives the correct order of the “Lebesgue constants” IlO”, II I as R tends 
to infinity. 
In the present paper we show that ilO~II1 is of the order R’” -- ‘)I2 ~ ’ if 
056<& and llO”,Ij, - log R if 6 = 6, as R tends to infinity (Theorem 1). 
Our proof is based on the classical I-dimensional Poisson summation for- 
mula which leads to a Poisson summation formula for central functions on 
G via the Bochner-Hecke identity (lemma). In [ll and 271 non-elemen- 
tary proofs of the lemma are given by an important identity of Harish 
Chandra. For G=T” and 6 =0 our proof of the estimate from above in 
Theorem 1 coincides with the proof of Shapiro [23] and the proof of the 
estimate from below is at least as simple as the proof of Carenini and 
Soardi [S]. If 0 5 6 5 (n - 1)/2 our proof is different from the proofs of 
Babenko [l] and Stein [25] and follows partly the ideas in the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2 of Colzani and Soardi [9]. If one takes the lemma for 
granted our proof of the estimate from below in the Dirichlet kernel case 
6 = 0 on arbitrary G is simpler than the recent proof of Guilini and 
Travaglini in [ 171. 
In the last part of the paper (Sect. 3) we prove a theorem on best con- 
ditions for the uniform convergence of the Bochner-Riesz means on G 
(Theorem 2) which extends results in [7, Theorem lob] for arbitrary G 
and of Il’in [20] for G = T”. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Before stating our results explicitly we introduce the notations that will 
be used throughout the paper (cf. [28]). 
Let G be a compact semisimple connected and simply connected Lie 
group of dimension n and rank I and let g be its Lie algebra. Denote by T a 
maximal torus of G with Lie algebra t. If if* is the real vector space of pure 
imaginary valued linear forms on t, let R c it* be the set of roots of G, let P 
be a system of postive roots and let S = { ~1~ ,..., E)} be the associated system 
of simple roots and W the Weyl group, i.e., the group generated by the 
reflections oj belonging to the hyperplanes LX,(H) = 0. We have n = I + 2m, 
where m = card P. 
We can define in g a positive definite euclidean inner product (. , . ) via 
the Killing form on g and we identify A E it* with the unique H, et such 
that l(H) = i(H,, H) for every H in t. So we denote 1(H) = i(A, H) and put 
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(A, p) = (H,, H,). If 5 is a character of T, there is a unique A in it* such 
that to exp =e” and we denote by iT* the set of all such I’s. Moreover, 
iT* = { ;1 E it*: A(H) E 2nZ for every H in r} is the set of weights of the 
representations of G, where r= Ker exp. Let A(G) denote the set of all 
dominant weights and denote by 9 a fundamental domain in t centered at 
the origin. 
We denote by xj, and dA the character and the dimension of the represen- 
tation corresponding to the dominant weight 1 E A(G). By Weyl’s formulas 
we have 
(HE t) and 
xn(exp H) = D(exp H)-’ c det s e”(“+P’ 
\ew 
dj. = n(i + P)/~P) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where rr( H) = n, E p c(( H), p = + C, E p CI, and D is the Weyl function 
D(exp H)= c det se s(p)(H) = ( - 2i)” fl sin( ia( H)/2). 
SE w 31EP 
In the sequel we denote by C a positive constant which may change from 
line to line. 
We begin with an elemenary proof of a Poisson summation formula for 
central functions on G and in regular points, which has been proved in a 
nonelemenary way in [ 11,27 J by a formula of Harish Chandra. 
Let YV, v > -l/2, denote the usual Bessel function and define By(z) = 
T(v + l)(z/2))” Y,,(z), z E C. For a measurable F: [0, cc) + @ satisfying 
SF IF(r)/ rlf2--l dr < co we define the Hankel transform 
with cl., = 2 pm/2 + ‘n’12r(//2 + I)- lim. 
LEMMA. Let R [0, 00) + C be measurable and assume for E > 0 that the 
conditions IF(r)1 5 C,rPn-’ and IF”(p)1 5 C,p-+’ are fulfilled. Then 
c FO~+pl)dAx~(expH) ieA(G) 
= vol( t/r) C,,m D(expH)-’ c F-(lm+HI)d(m+H), (2.3) 
mer 
where d(H) = x(H)/n(p) and H nonsingular (i.e., D(exp H) # 0). 
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Proof: By Weyl’s formulas (2.1) and (2.2) one gets 
First we show that n is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree m 
on t. Denote by A the Laplace operator on the euclidean space (t, ( . , . )). 
If X, is a simple root, the reflection aj permutes the set P - {a,} and con- 
sequently 7~9 = - 7~. Thus, rr is a skew polynomial, i.e., rcs = (det s) 71 for s in 
W. Since A is invariant under the Weyl group AX is also skew. This implies 
that AZ vanishes on each plane CI = 0, a E P. Since the positive roots are 
prime to each other, AX is divisible by 7~ which shows An=O. 
Define f(X) = F( 1x1) x(X), XE t, and f “(Y) = j, e”Y,X’f(X) dX, where 
dX is normalized in such a way that the unit sphere in t has the surface 
measure w, = 2rrU2Z(l/2) ‘. The Bochner Hecke formula [26, Chap. IV, 
Theorem 3. lo] gives .f‘ -( Y) = F- (( YI ) n( Y). Thus, the Poisson summation 
formula (2.3) follows by the classical Poisson summation formula 
which holds because of the assumed decay at infinity of the functions F and 
F- and the estimate [n(H)1 S C’IHI”. 
The BochnerrRiesz kernel on G of order 6 2 0 is defined by 
R > 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let (Di)R,O he the Bochner-Riesz kernel on G. Then there 
exist positive constants C, and C, such that 
ifOi8<6,=(n-1)/2, while IIDiI/,-1ogR if6=6,. 
Prooj One would like to apply the Poisson summation formula (2.3) 
to the Bochner-Riesz kernel. But for 6 less or equal the critical index ho the 
function F(r) = (1 - r2)’ if r 5 1 which is zero if r > 0 does not fultil the 
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assumption on the decay of F” at infinity. This is a phenomenon well 
known from the abelian case G = T” (cf. [25, 261). A way out of the dif- 
ficulty is to regulize by convolving with a suitable cut function $: g -+ C (cf. 
[ 19, 23, 26, 91. Write 6 = r + r, with r an integer, r >= 0, - f < t 5 $. Choose 
a function Ic/ in Coo(g) with support contained in a ball D of radius t cen- 
tered at the origin in g such a way that 
s $(X) dX= 1, i‘ X$qX) dX= 0, 9 n (2.4) 
where 5 is a multi-index with 151 = t1 + . . . + 5,s r + 2. Here we use a 
basis e r ,..., e, of g and set XE = X$1 ... X?, where (X, ,..., X,) are the coor- 
dinates of X in g with respect to this basis. One can assume $ to be radial 
on g since otherwise one can change to JsO(,,) II/( gX) dg, where dg denotes 
the Haar measure with mass 1 on SO(n). It is easy to show that this 
function inherits the properties (2.4). Set f(X) = F( 1 XI ) and fR (X) = 
F( 1X1/R), XE g. Then following Shapiro [23] and Colzani and Soardi [9] 
we write 
Di(x)= C fR * $(l+P) d?,Xi(x) 
i t A C G )
(2.5) 
-;.sG, (.fR *~(n+p)--f,(~+p))d,Xi(X) 
= s, (x) + S,(x). 
We now proceed in three steps. First we estimate the function SZ on G in 
the L2 norm from above. Then we show the asserted estimates from above 
and then the estimates from below using the first step in the second and 
third step. 
(1) Define C2= IlW12, where /( . Ijp denotes the usual norm on 
LP(G), 1 zp 5 co. By Plancherel’s identity, the first condition in (2.4) and 
the dimension formula (2.2) we get 
Set 23= (IEir*: 121 IR-c} and O= {LEir*: R-c< \A1 sR+l}, where 
c=q+ 1 and q=max{lXl: XEQ}. We get 
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2 112 
{f~(~-x)--f~(~)} $(X)dX 
I) 
2 112 
- X) $(X) dX 
I) 
( > 
112 
+CR” c IfR(n)12 2 E (I 
=z,+z,+z,. 
To estimate I, and I,, remark that 6 contains at most CR’- ’ points. Using 
n = I + 2m one gets from the definition offR that both terms have the upper 
bound CR’” ~ ’ “2 ~ *. 
We now prove that Z1 allows the same estimate from above. First assume 
T # 4. By the second condition in (2.4) and Taylor’s expansion (cf. [25, 19, 
91 we get 
I, 5 CR”R-“+I’ 
,5, ;+, (t!)-‘o’tf((n + QX)lR) J’ 
where 0 = 0(X, A) is between 0 and 1. Let Y, denote a point in D in which 
1 - (A + Xl/R attains its minimum on 4. Then 
, 
where b=O if z=O and /?=T-1 if z#O. If p=O, ZI~CRm-(r+1)R1f2= 
CR’” ~ 2112 ~b, since 23 contains at most AR’ points. If B<O, set 
8,={3”~~:k-l~R-l~l<k} for k=[c]+l, [c]+2,.... Clearly 
23 = IJ, %Jk. It then follows as Y, E B that 
1, 5 CR”-(‘+l) F.2, CR-‘@+ W2’)1’2 
But (R~1(k+1))2fi~Cinfj~E~,~,(1-I~~+X(/R)2DdX. Thus, 
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Here SIIR = {XE t: 1 - 1x1 > l/R). The first inequality follows from the fact 
that Uk WA E Bk (A+ QYR = SIIR. Therefore we have I, 5 CR’“- lv2 ~ 6. If 
r = i take one term more in Taylor’s expansion off and follow the same 
estimates with /I = -$. 
One should mention that I, = 0 for 6 = 0 which shows that the estimate 
of C, is much easier in the Dirichlet kernel case. 
(2) Now we shall estimate C, = II,!?, 11 I from above. Let Q be again a 
fundamental domain in t centered at the origin. Weyl’s integration formula 
and the Poisson summation formula (2.3) give 
Z,=CJ 1 (fR)A(m+H)$A(m+H)d(m+H) lD(expH)(dEI. 
D mtr 
One knows (fR) ^(H) = CRnj,,, + ii (RI HI ). Hence, 
C, s CR” 
5 clj,yl+,(Rl~I)IL^(H)d(H)~(expH)l~~ 
+ CR” 
I 1 ~.,,r~/oI IBn,2+6(Rlm+Hl)~^(m+H)d(m+H) 
x D(exp H)ldH 
=z,+z,. 
From the well-known asymptotic behavior of the Bessel functions 
9 n,2+6(lHI)=~IHI-1’2), as WI + 00, one gets by the properties of $ 
1, = CR” i,,, I jn,z + cs (RIHI) II/^(H) d(H) D(exp H)ldff 
5 CR’“- 1)/2-6 
s *,a IHI- 
(n+1)/2p61$A(H) d(H) D(exp H)ldH 
5 CR’ n ~ I )/2 ~ ii 
For the estimate of 1, we divide the integral in the two parts 
CR” j,H, 5 l/R + CR” 1 ,“, t 1/R = I, + 16. Since Id(H) D(exp H)( 5 CRe2”’ for _ 
I HI 5 l/R and R large enough we get I, 5 C. By the asymptotic behavior of 
the Bessel functions we have 
(“+‘)i2-s($A(H) d(H) D(exp H)IdH. 
The last integral is bounded if 0 2 6 2 (n - 1)/2 because there is no problem 
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at infinity and near the origin in t one has to transform in p&r coor- 
dinates and use the estimate Id(H) D(exp H)l 5 ClHl*“. If 6 = (n - 1)/2 
I, 5 CR” 
I l/RSc;HISl ’ ” 
2 ,2+6(RIf4) +^(ff) d(H) Next Wldff. 
- 
Hence we get Z, 5 C jiIR (l/t) dt = Clog R. 
By (1) and (2) we get the asserted estimates from above. 
(3) Finally we come to the estimates from below. Let us first look at 
the case 6 = (n - 1)/2. We have E:, 5 C from (1 ), Z4 5 C and I, 5 C from 
(2). By the classical asymptotic behaviour of the Bessel functions one gets 
for R sufficiently large and 0 $ l/R < p 
I, 2 c 
s l,R~,“,~p “H’- 
n cos(RIHI -m/2) $^(H) d(H) D(exp H)/dH- K. 
One can fix p so small such that I$^ (H)] 2 f for lHl 5 p. Let K,,R,p be the 
intersection of {HE Q: l/R 5 I HI 5 p} with an open cone strictly contained 
in the interior of the fundamental Weyl chamber. We get for p small 
enough Id(H) D(exp H)I 2 CIHj2” for H in K,,R,p. Hence 
16 2 c 
s Rl/ 
n+2m’ cos(R’H( -mc/2)I dH- K 
I 
ZC 
5 
:’ ‘cos(t -m/2)1/t dt - K 
&ClogR 
for R sufficiently large. 
If Os6<(n- 1)/2 fix K,= {HEt: ES IHJ 52~) for a small s which will 
be chosen later. By (2.5) we have 
11% 1112 C 1 IS, (exp H)(ID(exp H)/* dH 
Kc 
-Cj IUexp H)IP(exp WI* dH 
K 
=I,-I,. 
By Schwarz’s inequality and (1) we obtain 
112 
I, 5 c 
(J 
ID(exp H)I’dH IS,(exp H)121Wexp HII2 dH 
5 C, f12Rb - 1 j/2 - 6. 
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By the Poisson summation formula (2.3), we get 
I,2 C i ISJ ^W) $A(W U-f) Wexp H)I dH K, 
-cJ-Krl,,~{,l (fRr( m+H)$^(m+H)d(m+H)D(expH)dH 
= 19 -I,,. 
By Schwarz’s inequality and the estimate of 14, we get 
I,, 5 C2~“/2Rc”- 1’J2P6. I9 can be handled analogous to I6 (see also [ 17, 
estimate of Z,]) and one gets 
I,zcC,E 
(n- 1)/2@+1)/2--6 
for RE > n. Hence 
For E small enough we can find C(E) > 0 with 
l/D;ll, 2 C(F) R(“P1)‘2-6, 
This completes the proof of the estimate from below. 
Remarks. (a) The proof of Theorem 1 also holds for general compact 
connected Lie groups (cf. Step 1 of Theorem 2 in [ 121) and is perhaps also 
of some interest in the abelian case G = T”. If G = T and 6 = 0 Theorem 1 
follows from the old result of Lebesgue (1910) on the asymptotic behavior 
of the classical Lebesgue constants. 
(b) If 0 5 6 < (I- 1)/2 the upper estimate in Theorem 1 follows from 
our Lemma 3.2 in [13] and the result of Babenko on the torus T” men- 
tioned in the Introduction. 
(c) With the technique in [ 183 one could get 110: 11 2 CR”-’ if 
Oiii<m. 
(d) The behavior of te Lebesgue constants depends drastically on 
how the Fourier series is summed. In [17] the surprising result is proved 
that for certain polyhedral groupings the Lebesgue contants of the 
corresponding Dirichlet kernels have the same order as R”. The interesting 
non-abelian feature is that no logarithms are involved. An ad hoc estimate 
from above for arbitrary polyhedral groupings follows from Lemma 3.2 in 
[13]. One gets the bound CR”(log R)‘. 
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(e) If 11 0: I/ IP denotes the operator norm on the subspace of central 
functions in LP( G) (C(G)), 15 p < cc (p = co ), we get from Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 1 in [15] the estimate 
p $ [2n/(n + 1+ 26), 2n/(n - 1 - 26)]. This extends Corollary 4 in [ 181. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
The knowledge of the order of increase of the Lebesgue constants 110: II,, 
0 2 6 5 6, = (n - 1)/2, allows us to prove a theorem on best conditions for 
the norm convergence of the Bochner-Riesz means in the space X= C(G) 
or A’= L’(G). 
Let wk (t;f; X) denote the modulus of continuity off in X, defined by 
%(Cf; X) = SUP{ ll&fI: d(e, h) 5 f) 
Here d denotes the geodesic distance on G, 11 . )( the norm on X and, for 
h,gEG, and kEN(, 
k’tf)W= 2 C-l)“-’ ; f(h-‘g). 
/=O 0 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a compact connected Lie group of dimension n. 
(a) Suppose f~ X and (for some r > (n - 1)/2 - 6) 
o,(t;,f; X) = o(t’“- l’-q 
ifOss<(n-1)/2 and 
01 (CL X) = o(lllog(llt)) 
ifs=(n-1)/2 as t+O+. Then Di*f-f in Xas R-+ccI. 
(b) There is a central .function f in X such that (for all 
r>(n-1)/2-h) w,(t;f;X)=O(t’“~“‘2~b) if 056<(n-1)/2 and 
o1 (t;f; X) = 0( l/log( l/t)) if 6 = (n - 1)/2 as t -+ 0 + , but such that D”, *f 
does not convergence to f in X. 
ProoJ: In the Dirichlet kernel case 6 = 0 assertion (a) follows from 
Theorem 1 and Johnen’s Jackson-type theorem [22, Forgerung 4.51. If 
0 < 6 5 (n - 1)/2 the operator f + D”, *f is no longer a projection and one 
has to regulize first by a suitable approximate identity. We take a radial 
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function + in Coo(g) in such a way that $(X) = 1 if (X( 5 1 and I,+(X) = 0 if 
IX12 2. Define 
rl/Rlx)= C $O(li+PIIR) dj.Xi.(x)2 (3.1) 
VIEA 
x E G, with 11/0( 1x1) = e(X), XE g. For f in X we have 
Iv% *f-A 5 11% *f-G * $i7 *fll + II% * e/7 *f-A 
5 II% II 1 ll$R *f-Al + IID”, * *cIR *.f-fll. 
A routine computation by the aid of the Poisson summation formula (2.3) 
shows that (Di * $R)R,,, is an approximate identity on X. On the other 
hand tiR * g, = g, if g, is a trigonometric polynomial on G with frequen- 
cies belonging only to the representations with weights )A + pJ 5 R. Among 
those polynomials we take a g, which approximatesfbest in X. We obtain 
Ilrl/R *f-f’115 ll$R * (8, -f)ll + II gR -f‘ll 
= o(R ~~ (n 1 Ii2 + “) 
if 0 5 6 < (n - 1)/2, by Johnen’s Jackson-type theorem and the properties of 
$. Thus assertion (a) follows from Theorem 1. The case 6 = (n - 1)/2 
follows by the same arguments. 
Assertion (b) follows from Theorem 1 by a general functional analytic 
method indicated without proof in [16; Sect. 3(c)]. Define S,f = 0: *A 
f~ X. There exist elements fR in X with llfR II = 1 and IIS,fR II 2 + IIS, IIX, 
where 11 . II X denotes the operator norm over X. By the assumptions on $ in 
the proof of (a) one gets the properties 
(i) $R *,fEIZ& for all fin X; 
(ii) $R * g, =g, for all g, in Z7;; 
(iii) ($R)R>o is an approximate identity on X. 
Here Z7i={fR: tR=C,Z+p15R~AI~Z, c,EC}. Now choose hR=$R*fR. 
Then h, E II& and llhR II 5 C,. Let Xcr) denote the space of all g in X for 
which Y, Y, ... Y, g exists for any Y, ,..., Y, in g. We endow X”’ with the 
norm 
IsI,= llgll + i II~i,..~~i,gll> 
I, ,.._, i, = I 
where X, ,..., X,, is a basis of g. If g E Z7&, Bernstein’s inequality proved by 
Cartwright and Soardi [6, Lemma 21 implies 
IglrI CR’Ilgll. 
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Hence, we have I/z, 1,s Cz R’. Furthermore, we get for sufficiently large R 
ll~~,~,-~,~lll~,II.II = Il~R~~R *fR)-$R *fRIllII~RIlX 
2 c II SR.fR II - Cl/II s, II x 
zc,>o. 
To get an intermediate space between Xcr) and X we define the K-functional 
by 
K(t,f;X,X”‘)=inf{Ilf-gll +tlgl.:g~X(‘)}. 
Let u(t) be one of the moduli of continuity P, 0 < c( < 1, or l/log( l/t). 
Define A’,= {feX: K(t,f; X, X”‘) = o(o(t)), t + 0+ }. Now look at the 
increasing family of sets {IEA(G): IA+p( SR), R>O. This family 
generates only a countable number of distinct sets, which correspond to a 
strictly increasing sequence {RN} with R, + co(N+ co). By the aid of the 
properties of the sequence h,, * fRN, N= 1, 2,..., one gets from Theorem 2 
of Dickmeis and Nessel [lo] the existence of a function f in X,, with 
Ils~,f-fll f 44R,‘)IIS,,v 11x1 (iv-+ co), 
Take r > (n- 1)/2 -6. If 05 6 < (n- 1)/2 we take u(t) = P, with 
ar=(n-1)/2--h, and if s=(n--1)/2 we take w(t)=l/log(l/t) and r=l. 
Since IIS,,% IIX = llD& I/ , , Theorem 1 implies the existence of an fin X,, with 
II sR,,..f-fll # 4 1). 
The simple estimate w,(t;f; X) 5 CK(t’,f; X, X”‘) (cf. [21, Theorem 2.1.11) 
completes the proof of part (b) of Theorem 2. 
The method of proving Theorem 2 clearly applies to a large class of 
other summability kernels (see [16]). In the case X= C(T”) the result of 
Il’in [20], which is involved in the setting of eigenfunction expansions, is 
weaker. For general G and 6 = 0, Theorem 2 was earlier proved in [ 171 
with Theorem B in [6]. Remark (e) in Section 2 leads by the same 
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2(b) to the existence of a central 
Lipschitz function f in LP(G) with 19<2n/(n+ 1+26) or 
p > 2n/(n - 1 - 26) such that 0; *f (0 5 6 < (n - 1)/2) does not converge in 
LP(G). This extends a divergence result proved by Clerc [7, 
Theorem 10(b)]. 
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